The purpose of these notes, based on a series of 4 lectures given by the author at IHES, is to explain the recent proof of the DOZZ formula for the three point correlation functions of Liouville conformal field theory (LCFT). We first review the probabilistic construction of the N point correlation functions of LCFT on the Riemann sphere for N 3 (based on a series of works of the author with David, Kupiainen and Rhodes). We then explain the construction of the two point correlation functions of LCFT, also called reflection coefficient. These probabilistic constructions will be justified from the point of view of Polyakov's path integral formulation of LCFT. Finally, we explain the proof of the DOZZ formula for the three point correlation functions of LCFT (based on 2 papers by the author with Kupiainen and Rhodes).
Introduction and history of the DOZZ formula
In the 1981 seminal paper "Quantum geometry of bosonic strings", Polyakov introduced a path integral based theory of summation over Riemannian metrics. In his 1981 paper, Polyakov discovered that an essential building block of the theory is Liouville conformal field theory (LCFT hereafter) which describes the conformal factor of the metric chosen "at random". This initiated a fascinating quest in physics to understand LCFT and 2d conformal symmetry in general 1 ; ultimately this led to the discovery 15 years later of the celebrated DOZZ formula [8, 44] which appears today in a wide variety of contexts in the physics literature and in particular recently in relation with 4d supersymmetric gauge theories (via the AGT conjecture [1] ). The purpose of these notes, based on tape recorded lectures at IHES [40] , is to present the first mathematical proof of the DOZZ formula using probability theory.
In Polyakov's formulation, LCFT is a 2d version of a Feynman path integral with an exponential interaction term. Mathematically, LCFT is an infinite measure on some functional space; we will denote the underlying random field φ, the so-called Liouville field. In what follows, we give an account of LCFT at the level of physics rigour. First, we introduce the following notation for the so-called "vertex operators"associated to φ: for all z ∈ C and α ∈ C, we set V α (z) = e αφ(z) .
(1.1)
The purpose of LCFT on the Riemann sphere S 2 = C ∪ {∞} is to study the fields V α (z) under a natural measure (defined by the so-called Liouville action) and this amounts to computing the following correlations for all distinct (z k ) 1 k N ∈ C N and (α k ) 1 k N ∈ C N :
where:
• Dϕ is the "Lebesgue measure" on the space of real functions ϕ : S 2 → R.
• S L is the Liouville action:
where d 2 x denotes the standard Lebesgue measure and:
-g(x)|dx| 2 is some metric on S 2 (with associated gradient ∇ g )
is the curvature of g (∆ denotes the standard Laplacian on C) -γ is a positive parameter belonging to (0, 2) and Q = Since the Lebesgue measure does not exist on an infinite dimensional space, one can see that the correlations (1.2) are ill-defined mathematically. One of the purpose of these notes is to explain how to actually give a probabilistic meaning to (1.2): this requires some care. Moreover, we will see that in the probabilistic definition of the measure e −SL(ϕ) Dϕ, the regularity of φ is that of a distribution (in the sense of Schwartz) so actually making sense of the correlations of V α (z) or the interaction term µ S 2 e γϕ(x) g(x) d 2 x requires a renormalization procedure.
LCFT is a conformal field theory (CFT) which implies that the correlations (1.2) behave like conformal tensors: see (2.16) below for a precise statement. These conformal properties will be instrumental in stating a precise conjecture relating the scaling limit of planar maps to LCFT: this is the content of the celebrated KPZ conjecture (Lecture 3) . Now, we turn to the computation of the correlations in the physics literature. Following Polyakov's 1981 work, Belavin-Polyakov-Zamolodchikov (BPZ) laid in their 1984 seminal work [4] the foundations of modern CFT. Their aim was to give explicit expressions for (1.2) and they proposed a general scheme to compute correlations for CFTs. Roughly, they proposed formulae based on the knowledge of the 3 point correlation functions and a recursive procedure (the so-called conformal bootstrap) to compute the higher order correlations. Unfortunately, they could not apply their powerful methodology to LCFT because they were unable to propose an exact expression for the three point correlation functions of the theory.
In the middle of the 90's, an intriguing formula for the three point correlation functions was proposed independently by Dorn-Otto [8] and Zamolodchikov-Zamolodchikov (DOZZ) [43, 44] , the so-called DOZZ formula. We will see at the end of lecture 1 their derivation of the DOZZ formula: it is based on an ingenious analytic continuation "guess". If we set We will denote C DOZZ γ (α 1 , α 2 , α 3 ) the DOZZ formula, i.e. the right hand side of (1.5). In fact, the function Υ γ 2 is defined on C by analytic continuation of the expression (1.6) as expression (1.6) satisfies the following remarkable functional relations: . The purpose of these notes is precisely to present a mathematical proof of the DOZZ formula (1.5). Let us stress that identity (1.5) is far from obvious and even controversial in the physics literature. This is due to the fact that the DOZZ formula C DOZZ γ (α 1 , α 2 , α 3 ) is invariant under the substitution of parameters
This duality symmetry is at the core of the DOZZ controversy. Indeed this symmetry is not manifest in the Liouville action functional (1.3) and therefore duality is axiomatically assumed in the physics literature.
As a matter of fact, it has been argued in physics that it could be necessary to add the dual potential 4π µe 4 γ ϕ(x) with µ defined in (1.8) in the Liouville action functional (1.3) for the DOZZ formula to hold (see 2 We will see that conformal symmetry explains the renormalization term |z|
) . Cγ (α 1 , α 2 , α 3 ) is often denoted quite naturally Vα 1 (0)Vα 2 (1)Vα 3 (∞) γ,µ in the physics literature. 3 The function has a simple construction in terms of standard double gamma functions or the double zeta function: see the reviews [24, 29] or the paper [39] for instance. [25, 39, 43, 44] ). The proof of the DOZZ formula presented in these notes is based on the Liouville action functional (1.3) and therefore demonstrates that adding a dual potential is not necessary.
These notes are divided into 4 parts which are meant to be read in this order:
• Lecture 1: in this lecture, we give a rigorous probabilistic definition of the correlations (1.2). The probabilistic construction will be based on the Gaussian Free Field (GFF hereafter) and the exponential of the GFF, i.e. Kahane's Gaussian multiplicative chaos (GMC hereafter). We will in particular define mathematically (1.2) for real α i satisfying certain bounds: this will enable us to give a mathematical content to the DOZZ formula (1.5). In lecture 1, we will not explain in detail why our probabilistic definitions are a faithful definition of (1.2) based on the formal path integral: this will be the topic of lecture 3.
• Lecture 2: in this lecture, we will explain how to construct in a probabilistic way the two point correlation functions of LCFT, also called reflection coefficient in LCFT. The construction is based on a limiting procedure on certain three point correlation functions. These two point correlation functions admit an explicit expression (as a corollary of the DOZZ formula). We will see that the key ingredient is to understand the tail expansion of GMC measures. We will also recall the definition of a random measure called the quantum sphere (with two marked points 0 and ∞) introduced by DuplantierMiller-Sheffield [11] in an approach to LCFT based on a GFF/SLE coupling. We will argue that their theory corresponds to these two point correlation functions; more specifically, the two point correlation functions can be seen as the partition function of their theory.
• Lecture 3: we will justify in this lecture the probabilistic definitions of lecture 1. More specifically, we will show how an appropriate interpretation of the path integral leads to the definitions of lecture 1. We will also prove certain conformal invariance properties of LCFT; finally, we explain how these conformal invariance properties lead naturally to the KPZ conjecture on random planar maps.
• Lecture 4: we oultine in this lecture the proof of the DOZZ formula. The proof is based on the BPZ differential equations and also on rigorous operator product expansions (OPE hereafter); in the context of LCFT, an OPE is nothing but a Taylor expansion when two points of the correlation functions collide. The GMC tail expansions and the reflection coefficient enter the OPE in an essential way here.
Some historical references and reviews from physics
In the physics literature, there are numerous well-written reviews on LCFT. Most of these reviews contain an interesting discussion on the path integral construction of LCFT but essentially develop another approach to LCFT, the conformal bootstrap approach. In these lectures, we will not discuss the conformal bootstrap approach which is based on two ingredients: in this approach applied to LCFT, the three point correlation functions are set axiomatically to be defined (up to conformal invariance) by the DOZZ formula and the higher order correlation functions are constructed using a recursive procedure 4 . Let us mention and comment (in chronological order) the following reviews which we find enlightening:
• The 1990 review by Seiberg [35] "Notes on Quantum Liouville Theory and Quantum Gravity". This review contains many pioneering ideas on the path integral formulation of LCFT (like the existence of some form of two point correlation for LCFT: see lecture 2 for a rigorous point of view).
• The 2001 paper by Teschner [39] "Liouville theory revisited" which develops the so-called vertex operator approach to LCFT. The paper [39] is not just a review as it proposes strong arguments to justify the use of the DOZZ formula as a building block in the conformal bootstrap approach.
• The 2004 review by Nakayama [24] "Liouville Field Theory -A decade after the revolution " which contains a very complete and exhaustive account on LCFT and quantum gravity.
• The 2014 review by Ribault [29] "Conformal field theory on the plane" which exposes in a self consistent way the conformal bootstrap approach to LCFT and more generally of many CFTs. The CFT point of view exposed in Ribault is axiomatic and does not rely on any underlying path integral. The methodology is powerful and in particular the review contains an account on the very recent construction by Ribault-Santachiara of LCFT with imaginary γ [30] (which is based on an intriguing "imaginary" DOZZ formula discovered by Schomerus [34] , Kostov-Petkova [20] and Zamolodchikov [42] ).
It is an open problem to give a probabilistic and more generally mathematical content to "imaginary" LCFT.
Finally, on the mathematical side, there has been an attempt to make sense of the path integral formulation of LCFT by Takhtajan-Teo [37] using the formalism of classical conformal geometry. In this formalism, LCFT was defined as a formal power series in γ. On the probabilistic side, numerous works have attempted to give a rigorous definition to the path integral using GFF theory but the work of David-Kupiainen-RhodesVargas [7] is the first to give a complete and rigorous probabilistic defintion to (1.2) (in physics, there is also a GFF approach to the path integral formulation of LCFT which was first developed in Goulian-Li [16] ).
Conventions and notations
In what follows, z, x, y and z 1 , . . . , z N all denote complex variables. We use the standard notation for complex derivatives
, the standard gradient is denoted ∇ and the standard Laplacian is denoted ∆. We will also denote | · | the norm in C of the standard Euclidean (flat) metric.
Let S(C) be the standard space of smooth functions f with fast decay at infinity, i.e. the functions f that are C ∞ and such that any derivative decays at infinity faster than any inverse polynomial. We denote by S ′ (C) the associated space of tempered distributions. We also set S 0 (C) the subset of functions with vanishing average with respect to the Lebesgue measure d 2 x, i.e. such that C f (x)d 2 x = 0; the dual of S 0 (C) is then the space S ′ (C)/R of distributions defined up to a global constant. If f belongs to S(C) then we denotef (ξ) = C e 2iπξ.x f (x)d 2 x its Fourier transform. Let us recall here the main notations in these notes (exact definitions will appear in the lectures). In these notes, we will define and work with:
• The special function l defined by l(x) = Γ(x) Γ(1−x) where Γ is the standard Gamma function.
• The cosmological constant µ > 0 and the dual cosmological constant µ =
.
• A parameter γ ∈ (0, 2) and a parameter Q satisfying Q = • A conformal metric g given by g(x) = • The Gaussian Free Field (GFF) X with vanishing mean on the unit circle or equivalently with vanishing mean along the curvature of g. The covariance of X is E[X(x)X(y)] = ln 1 |x−y| + ln |x| + + ln |y| + . For all ǫ > 0, X ǫ (x) is a regularization of X at scale ǫ; in most of these notes, X ǫ (x) will denote the circle average of X on a circle of center x and radius ǫ (with respect to the standard Euclidean distance).
• The exponential of X, i.e. a Gaussian multiplicative chaos (GMC) measure defined formally by
We will use the notation M γ (d 2 x) as well as
• For all α ∈ ( γ 2 , Q), (B α s ) s∈R denotes a two sided Brownian motion starting from 0 at s = 0 with negative drift α − Q on each side of 0 and conditioned to be negative.
• . We will also consider the GMC measure N γ (dsdθ) := e
with respect to the field Y . We will especially be interested in the (stationary) total mass process
2 Lecture 1: probabilistic statement of the DOZZ formula
In the first lecture, we introduce the N point correlation functions of LCFT for N 3. The probabilistic construction is based on the GFF and GMC (formally the exponential of the GFF) so we review these two essential building blocks of the theory (one can also have a look at the reviews by Rhodes-Vargas [33] or Kupiainen [21] ). With this material, we can then introduce a rigorous mathematical definition of (1.2) and give a precise mathematical content to the DOZZ formula. The fact that this rigorous mathematical definition is a faithful definition of (1.2) will be explained in lecture 3. Finally, we explain how DOZZ derived the DOZZ formula in the middle of the 90's.
Gaussian Free Field and Gaussian multiplicative chaos theory

The Gaussian Free Field
We introduce the GFF we will be working with in these notes (we refer to section 4 in Dubédat's paper [10] or the review by Sheffield [36] for an introduction to the GFF). If T is some random field living in S ′ (C) or S ′ (C)/R, we adopt the notation of generalized functions by denoting
We start by introducing the full plane GFFX as as a Gaussian random variable living in S ′ (C)/R: Definition 2.1. The full plane GFFX is defined as a Gaussian random variable living in S ′ (C)/R with the following covariance for all f, h ∈ S 0 (C)
The above definition defines a Gaussian field since one can prove by using Fourier analysis that for all f, h ∈ S 0 (C)
where c > 0 is some constant. One can notice that the right hand side of (2.1) is well defined for very irregular functions f, g and even for generalized functions. Therefore, one can consider the variable C f (x)X(x)d 2 x for general f and we will do so in the sequel with no further notice.
Once the full plane GFF is introduced, one can construct different GFFs living in S ′ (C) (hence defined against any test function in S(C)) by prescribing the value ofX against a probability measure ρ(
the GFF X ρ with average 0 on ρ(d 2 x) by the following formula
then X ρ is the GFF with vanishing mean on the Riemann sphere. If ρ is the uniform probability measure on the unit circle then X ρ is the GFF with vanishing mean on the unit circle. We will denote the latter X as we will only work with this GFF in the rest of these notes. A rather straightforward computation yields for all f, h ∈ S(C)
where K(x, y) = ln 1 |x−y| + ln |x| + + ln |y| + with |x| + = max(|x|, 1). In the sequel, we will usually write (with an obvious abuse of notation) that
Gaussian multiplicative chaos theory
Now we introduce the GMC measure associated to X, i.e. the random measure
where (X ǫ ) ǫ>0 is a sequence of smooth continuous fields which approximate X. We will not try to give a general definition of smooth continuous fields which approximate X: let us just mention that if θ is some smooth function of average 1 then
y is a sequence of smooth continuous fields which approximate X. As a matter of fact, one can even choose θ(y)d 2 y to be the uniform measure on the unit circle (with respect to the standard Euclidean distance) in which case X ǫ (x) is the average of the field X on the circle of center x and radius ǫ. Let us now state a precise proposition: , 1985) . Let γ ∈ (0, 2) and (X ǫ ) ǫ>0 be a sequence of smooth continuous fields which approximate X and with associated M ǫ,γ (d 2 x) given by (2.6). Then one gets the following convergence in probability in the space of Radon measures
The random measure M γ (d 2 x), which does not depend on the approximation (X ǫ ) ǫ>0 , is the GMC measure associated to X. The measure
Remark 2.3. In fact, Kahane proved the convergence (2.7) in a more restrictive setting than the one we mention here: for the latest results, we refer to Berestycki [5] for an elementary approach and references. Let us also mention that one can also construct the measure M γ (d 2 x) in the setting of a discrete GFF: in this setting, the field X ǫ is a discrete GFF defined on a lattice with mesh size ǫ and the convergence of (2.7) is replaced by a convergence in law (see the review by Rhodes-Vargas [32] for precise statements).
defined by (2.6) converges to 0 as ǫ goes to 0; this is why we suppose that γ ∈ (0, 2) in these notes.
In the sequel, X ǫ will always denote the circle average regularization of X. Now, let us recall a few facts on the moments of M γ (d 2 x). The first one is classical in the field of GMC; for any (non empty) open subset O ⊂ C one has the following equivalence (see the reviews by Rhodes-Vargas [32, 33] for instance):
In fact, we will need the following strengthening of (2.8): if α ∈ R and z ∈ C then
where recall that Q = 
We will admit the statements (2.8), (2.9), (2.10) and refer to lecture 2 for a proof. In fact, we will prove much stronger statements in lecture 2 than (2.9) since we will give precise tail expansions for
The correlation functions of LCFT and the DOZZ formula
Now, we introduce the probabilistic construction of the LCFT correlation functions and state a precise theorem on the three point correlation functions. For a justification from the path integral perspective, we refer to lecture 3. Let α 1 , · · · α N be N real numbers and z 1 , · · · , z N distinct points in the complex plane C. We introduce
and we suppose that the following condition holds
Notice that condition (2.12) implies N 3. Then we take as definition of the N point correlation function (1.2) the following probabilistic formula (first introduced in David-Kupiainen-Rhodes-Vargas [7] )
where
It is a simple consequence of (2.8), (2.9) and (2.10) that the expectation E[.] in (2.13) is non trivial, i.e. belongs to (0, ∞) if and only if (2.12) holds. Notice that (2.13) has poles for s = −n with n ∈ N which correspond to the poles of the Γ function 6 .
Remark 2.5. Condition (2.12) for existence of
(in the path integral formulation) extends the so-called Seiberg bounds [35] in the physics literature; the Seiberg bounds are the following conditions
LCFT is a CFT and one can show the following KPZ type relation (after Knizhnik-Polyakov-Zamolodchikov [19] ) when ψ(z) = az+b cz+d is a Möbius transform (see lecture 3 for a sketch of proof)
2 ) is called the conformal weight. This global conformal symmetry fixes the three point correlation functions up to a constant:
are called the three point structure constants and they can be recovered by the following limit
Combining the above considerations, we get
We can now state our probabilistic formulation of the DOZZ formula:
Theorem 2.6 (Kupiainen, Rhodes, Vargas). Let α 1 , α 2 , α 3 satisfy the bounds (2.12) with N = 3. The following equality holds
From the purely probabilistic point of view, Theorem 2.6 can be interpreted as a far reaching integrability result on GMC on the Riemann sphere; indeed recall that C γ (α 1 , α 2 , α 3 ) has an expression in terms of a fractional moment of some form of GMC: see formula (2.19). There are numerous integrability results on GMC in the physics literature; to the best of our knowledge, Theorem 2.6 is the first rigorous non trivial integrability result on GMC; we believe the techniques developped in [22, 23] to prove Theorem 2.6 can be adapted to other contexts to prove many other integrability results for GMC. For instance, let us mention the recent proof by Remy [28] of the Fyodorov-Bouchaud formula [15] for GMC on the unit circle; his proof is done in the context of LCFT in the unit disk (defined by Huang-Rhodes-Vargas [17] ) where he shows that proving he Fyodorov-Bouchaud formula is equivalent to computing certain one point correlation functions of LCFT in the unit disk.
The derivation of the DOZZ formula in physics: analytic continuation of the Dotsenko-Fateev integrals
Here, we explain how Dorn-Otto-Zamolodchikov-Zamolodchikov derived their celebrated DOZZ formula from the path integral. In fact, we can actually translate their derivation within our probabilistic setup. Though formula (2.19) was unknown to physicists for general α 1 , α 2 , α 3 , DOZZ were able to derive an expression for the residue of C γ (α 1 , α 2 , α 3 ) when s = −n with n integer. Let us denote this residue by
. For s = −n given by (2.11) and α 1 , α 2 , α 3 satisfying the bounds (2.12), we get (using Fubini to interchange E[.] and C )
where in the last line we have used the fact that γ(
In conclusion, we have
Notice that the computation which lead to (2.21) can be made rigorous by working with the regularized X ǫ instead of X and then taking the limit as ǫ goes to 0. The key observation of DOZZ is that the last integral above is a famous Dotsenko-Fateev integral and it has an explicit expression in terms of the Gamma function. More specifically, Dotsenko-Fateev [9] found that
where recall our convention that l(x) = Γ(x) Γ(1−x) . Let us setᾱ = 3 k=1 α k . We therefore have the following relation whenᾱ − 2Q = −γn
, where in the last line, we have used the obvious relation l(x)l(1 − x) = 1 and we have made the substitution nγ = 2Q −ᾱ. Now, DOZZ argued that by "analytic continuation" this relation should hold without any restriction on α 1 , α 2 , α 3 8 , i.e. one should have
This enabled them to guess that C γ (α 1 , α 2 , α 3 ) could be given by the DOZZ formula since by using (1.7) and after a bit of (tedious!) algebra one can show that C DOZZ γ (α 1 , α 2 , α 3 ) does indeed satisfy relation (2.22) 9 .
3 Lecture 2: The reflection coefficient and the quantum sphere
In the second lecture, we will explain how to construct the two point correlation functions of LCFT; in the context of LCFT, these correlations are called the reflection coefficient. We will define these correlations denoted R as the following limit for all α ∈ (
In lecture 2, α will always denote a real number in the open interval ( γ 2 , Q). We will see that the reflection coefficient R(α) emerges in the analysis of the tail behaviour of the following random variable
Therefore, we will first explain how to derive tail expansions for I(α). To describe the tail expansion of I(α), we must first recall material introduced in the paper by Duplantier-Miller-Sheffield [11] . This is no coincidence since the paper [11] develops a theory of random surfaces with two marked points 0 and ∞ hence at the level of LCFT this corresponds to the two point correlation functions. We will show that (the unit volume version of) R(γ) is nothing but the partition function of the theory developed in [11] . We start by recalling a classical result on drifted Brownian motion by Williams:
A few reminders on drifted Brownian motion
The following decomposition lemma due to Williams (see [41] ) will be useful in the study of I(α): 
where ( B s − νs) s 0 is a Brownian motion with drift −ν conditioned to stay negative and L −C is the last time ( B s − νs) hits −C.
Remark 3.2. As a consequence of the above lemma, one can also deduce that the process
Usually, Lemma 3.1 is stated without the time reversal property; however, this time reversal property is very useful in analysing the tails of I(α).
Tail expansion of GMC
In order to study the tail expansion of I(α), we first need to introduce some notations. We recall basic material introduced in [11] . We first define the process B
The covariance of the field Y has the same log singularity on the diagonal than the GFF X and belongs to S ′ (C). Following [11] , we call the field Y the lateral noise. We also introduce the Gaussian chaos measure with respect to Y
(3.5)
Just like for the GFF X, the chaos measure is defined via a limiting procedure. We also introduce its total mass process
This is a slight abuse of notation since the process (Z s ) s∈R is not a function (for γ √ 2) but rather a generalized function. With this convention, notice that Z s ds is stationary i.e. for all t the equality (Z t+s ) s∈R = (Z s ) s∈R holds in distribution. Finally, We set
We define the unit volume reflection coefficientR(α) for α ∈ ( γ 2 , Q) by the following formulā
R(α) is indeed well defined as one can show that
and for α ∈ ( γ 2 , Q) we have
We can also define the full reflection coefficient by the formula for
The function R(α) has a divergence at the points α = 
We consider the polar decomposition of X around 0 as introduced in [11] . Consider
the circle average around 0 with radius e −s for s 0. A simple computation yields that B s := X e −s (0) is a standard Brownian Motion starting from the origin at s = 0. We have the decomposition
where Y is the lateral noise with covariance given by (3.4). Hence, one has by the change of variable
where in the last line we have used the fact that Q = γ 2 + 2 γ . In conclusion we get
Notice that the computation which lead to (3.12) can be made rigorous by working with the regularized X ǫ instead of X and then taking the limit as ǫ goes to 0. Now, we may apply Lemma 3.1 to (3.12). Let where we used stationarity of the process Z s (and independence of Z s and B s ). We claim that the tail behaviour of I(α) coincides with that of
The distribution of M is well known (see section 3.5.C in the textbook [18] for instance):
Now the following inequalities hold almost surely . Indeed, 
The two point correlation of LCFT and the quantum sphere
With the previous tail estimates, we can now give a construction of the reflection coefficient of LCFT. Indeed, we have:
2 γ}, the following limit holds
Sketch of proof : Recall that
When ǫ is small we have
By the change of variable x → 1 x , I ′ (α) has the same distribution as I(α). The variables I(α) and I ′ (α) are "weakly correlated" since the tail of I(α) is the same as the tail of |x| r
Therefore, one can show that the tails of I(α) and I ′ (α) add up, i.e. one can show that there exists η > 0 such that
This implies that
hence the result in view of (3.17). Now, we can state an immediate corollary to the DOZZ formula. A straightforward computation based on the shift relations (1.7) yields that
Therefore, combining Lemma 3.4 with Theorem 2.6 yields:
Finally, let us explain why the (unit volume) reflection coefficientR(α) is the partition function of a random measure called the (unit volume) α-quantum sphere and introduced by Duplantier-Miller-Sheffield [11] . First, we recall the definition of the α-quantum sphere: Definition 3.6 (Duplantier-Miller-Sheffield). The (unit volume) α-quantum sphere is the unit volume random measure µ(dsdθ) defined on the cylinder R × [0, 2π] by
Therefore, the α-quantum sphere is not exactly the measure e Remark 3.7. In fact, Duplantier-Miller-Sheffield [11] consider the above random measure in the case α = γ in the space of quantum surfaces. Essentially, this corresponds to considering the above random measure up to translations along the horizontal or vertical axis of the cylinder. Along the same lines as lemma 3.4, one can show that the unit volume Liouville measure constructed in David-Kupiainen-Rhodes-Vargas [7] with marked points (γ, 0), (ǫ, 1), (γ, ∞) converges when ǫ goes to 0 towards the γ-quantum sphere in the space of quantum surfaces. For more on the relation between the two approaches, one can also have a look at the paper by Aru-Huang-Sun [3] .
Lecture 3: The path integral construction of LCFT
Now, we explain how to interpret the path integral formulation (1.2) in order to get definition (2.13). We will also explain the KPZ relation (2.16). Finally, we will state a precise conjecture relating random planar maps to LCFT: this conjecture can be seen as a faithful mathematical formulation of the KPZ conjecture in physics.
The path integral construction
We will consider the metric g(x) = 1 |x| 4 + ; the curvature of the metric is a measure and is given (with
where ν is the uniform measure on the circle of center 0 and radius 1 (normalized such that C ν(d 2 x) = 2π). Therefore the GFF X is normalized such that it has average 0 with respect to the curvature
the space of standard square integrable functions from S 2 to R. The standard H 1 (S 2 ) space is then
where ∇ is the standard Gradient in C (with respect to the flat Euclidean metric). Let (ϕ j ) j 1 be the eigenvector basis for −∆ g , i.e.
can be decomposed in a unique way on the orthonormal basis (1, (ϕ j ) j 1 )
where for all
It is known that the "Lebesgue measure" Dϕ on L 2 (S 2 ) does not exist mathematically 10 but at a formal level, it is natural to write for a function F defined on
where dc and each dc j is the standard Lebesgue measure on R. If ϕ has decomposition (4.1) then
hence this leads to the following formal definition
Let us stress that the two previous definitions (4.2) and (4.3) are not meant to be rigorous. However, one can make sense of the previous definition (4.3) using probability theory. First, let us make the change of
in (4.3) which leads to (at the formal level)
where the "constant" C has the following formal definition C = ∞ j=1 (2π(λ j ) −1/2 ). This constant can be interpreted as (Det
) is the determinant of the Laplacian (defined mathematically via regularization techniques) but we will disregard it in the sequel. Now, for any i.i.d. sequence (ǫ j ) j 1 of standard centered Gaussian variables the sum √ 2π j 1 ǫ j ϕj √ λj converges in S ′ (C) to the GFF X; hence this leads to the following rigorous definition for any function F defined on S ′ (C)
Let us stress that since the GFF X is defined in S ′ (C) the underlying space where the above measure lives is actually a space of distributions and not a space of functions and in particular not L 2 (S 2 ). Since by construction C X(x)R g (x)g(x)d 2 x = 0 almost surely and C R g (x)g(x)d 2 x = 8π, this leads naturally to the following definition and consider the measure
The above measure satisfies the following change of coordinate formula which is classical in the physics literature on LCFT:
Lemma 4.1 (change of coordinate formula). For any Möbius transform, we have for all F
Remark 4.2. In our construction of LCFT, the change of coordinate formula (4.8) for φ is a theorem whereas in [11] it is taken as the basis of the definition of a so-called quantum surface.
Sketch of proof :
The proof of (4.8) relies on the following key identity in distribution
Let us set X = 1 2π 2π 0 (X • ψ)(e iθ )dθ; one has using Fubini
where we made the change of variable c
. By using the Girsanov Theorem 6.1 (in the appendix), we get for all c
. Now, one can conclude by a (lengthy!) computation that
This yields the result. Let φ ǫ be the circle average approximation of φ, namely φ ǫ (x) = 1 2π 2π 0 φ(x + ǫe iθ )dθ. We have φ ǫ = X ǫ + Q 2 (ln g) ǫ +c where (ln g) ǫ denotes the circle average of ln g. We consider the associated "Vertex operator"
We have for
is with respect to ǫ) hence
The measure has infinite volume and hence is not a probability measure.
For α = γ, one gets (1)) hence we get the following convergence in the space of Radon measures
In view of the previous considerations, it is then natural to define the correlations by the following formula
Let us gather this construction in a proposition:
Proposition 4.3. The limit in (4.10) exists and is equal to the definition (2.13) introduced in lecture 1.
Proof. First, we get by Fubini (interchanging E[.] and dc)
and using the change of variable u = µe γc ǫ
line. Now, using the Girsanov Theorem 6.1 (in the appendix) applied to X =
where we have used the fact that E[X ǫ (x)X ǫ (y)] → ǫ→0 ln 1 |x−y| + ln |x| + + ln |y| + (which is equal to ln
We can now prove the KPZ formula:
2 ) is called the conformal weight. Proof. Let us fix ǫ > 0. By using the change of coordinate lemma 4.1 with
we get
(4.12) where ln |ψ ′ (x)| ǫ is the circle average approximation to ln |ψ ′ (x)|. When ǫ is small, we have ln |ψ
Now, we have by definition of the circle average
In particular, using the fact that ∆ γ = 1 this yields that
by a change of variable ǫ u = |ψ ′ (ψ −1 (u))|ǫ as ǫ goes to 0. Then, using (φ
) and a change of variable ǫ k = |ψ ′ (z k )|ǫ at each vertex operator, we get that
hence the conclusion in view of (4.13).
The KPZ conjecture and equation
Here we explain the so-called KPZ conjecture (after Knizhnik-Polyakov-Zamolodchikov [19] ) relating the scaling limit of random fields on a regular lattice and the scaling limit of random fields on a random lattice, i.e. random planar maps (equipped with a conformal structure). The KPZ conjecture we state in this subsection is not to be confused with other KPZ relations [2, 6, 12, 31] which have appeared in the probability literature and which relate the dimensions of a set with respect to the Euclidian metric to the dimension of the same set with respect to the measure M γ (d 2 x). One should see these KPZ relations based on dimensions as a geometrical interpretation of the KPZ conjecture we state below.
Consider a random field σ(x)d 2 x 12 living in S ′ (C) which is expected to describe the scaling limit of an observable of a critical statistical physics model considered on a regular lattice. The scaling limit is to be considered as the mesh of the lattice goes to 0 and we suppose that it corresponds to a CFT with central charge c M < 1. According to CFT, the correlations of the field (if it is "primary") will behave like a conformal tensor: for all Möbius transforms ψ
where ∆ σ is a real number called the conformal weight. In a 1988 seminal paper, Knizhnik-PolyakovZamolodchikov (KPZ) [19] argued that the scaling limit Σ(x)d 2 x of the same observable on a random planar map conformally embedded in the sphere should factorize into σ and an independent part depending on LCFT 13 . More precisely, suppose that Σ(x)d 2 x is considered in the sphere by conformally mapping 3 points at random on the map to three fixed points of the complex plane z 1 , z 2 , z 3 ∈ C. We denote Σ z1,z2,z3 (x)d 2 x the scaling limit to stress that it depends on z 1 , z 2 , z 3 . KPZ argued that one should roughly have Σ z1,z2,z3 (x) = σ(x)V α (x) for some α where V α is a vertex operator of LCFT with parameter γ (α and γ are different except when ∆ σ = 0). One can determine γ by solving the following equation discovered by Polyakov in his 1981 seminal paper [26] c M + c L = 26 (4.14) where c M is the central charge describing σ and c L = 1 + 6Q 2 is the central charge of LCFT. The equation (4.14) has a unique solution γ ∈ (0, 2) if c M < 1: this solution is γ =
. In terms of correlations, we get the following explicit mathematical conjecture: the field Σ z1,z2,z3 (x)d 2 x has the following correlation structure
where the V γ (z k ) terms in the above relation correspond to the embedding of the map. By construction, the field Σ z1,z2,z3 (x)d 2 x is conformally invariant, i.e. one must have for all
This conformal invariance property enforces that
Applying this to the right hand side of (4.15) leads to the quadratic KPZ equation:
there is a unique α < Q which solves (4.16). 12 We adopt the notation of generalized functions. 13 The probability of a planar map is chosen to be proportional to the partition function (at critical temperature) of the model of statistical physics living on the map.
The particular case σ = 1
In the special case where σ = 1, the field Σ z1,z2,z3 (x)d 2 x is the conjectured scaling limit of the volume form of the random planar map conformally embedded in the sphere. By conformal invariance, we can suppose that z 1 = 0, z 2 = 1, z 3 = ∞. In this special case, one has ∆ σ = 0 and solving the KPZ equation (4.16) leads to α = γ. In fact, we can integrate (4.15) on an Euclidean ball B to give an explicit expression for the law of the volume form Σ 0,1,∞ (x)d 2 x. Let us set introduce the following notations (which generalize (2.20))
After some reverse engineering on the Girsanov formula, we get the following expression
Hence, one gets the following definition for the conjectured scaling limit of the random planar map volume form:
where ξ is an independent variable with a Gamma density
Lecture 4: sketch of proof of the DOZZ formula
In this lecture, we explain the main ideas behind the proof of the DOZZ formula stated as Theorem 2.6 in lecture 1. We denote A N the (convex) set of real numbers (α 1 , · · · , α N ) satisfying condition (2.12). In order to keep these notes rather concise and introductory, we will make the following assumptions:
is analytic on the set A N .
• Reflection relation: The probabilistically defined reflection coefficient R given by (3.10) (see lecture 2) satisfies R(α) = R DOZZ (α) for α ∈ ( γ 2 , Q). In particular, this implies that R can be extended to a meromorphic function on C satisfying two remarkable shift equations is the dual cosmological constant. One can notice the duality
in the above relation.
In fact, proving both assumptions is non trivial, especially the Reflection relation. Now, we proceed with a sketch of the proof. The proof is based on two main ingredients: the BPZ equations along with crossing symmetry considerations and rigorous Operator Product expansions (OPE).
Sketch of the proof using the BPZ differential equations and crossing symmetry
In this subsection, we explain how to use the BPZ differential equations for degenerate field insertions in 4 point correlation functions to prove the DOZZ formula. The proof will also be based on rigorous OPE that we will explain in the next subsection. The four point correlation function is fixed by the Möbius invariance (2.16) up to a single function depending on the cross ratio of the points. For later purpose we label the points from 0 to 3 and consider the weights α 1 , α 2 , α 3 fixed:
where ∆ k = ∆ α k . We can recover G α0 as the following limit
Combining with (2.13) we get
where, setting s = α0+α1+α2+α3−2Q γ , T α0 (z) is given by
and
There are two special values of α 0 for which the reduced four point function T α0 (z) satisfies a second order differential equation. That such equations are expected in Conformal Field Theory goes back to BPZ [4] . In the case of LCFT it was proved in [22] that, under suitable assumptions on
is a solution of a PDE version of the Gauss hypergeometric equation
where a, b, c are given by
This equation has two holomorphic solutions defined on C \ {(−∞, 0) ∪ (1, ∞)}:
where 2 F 1 (a, b, c, z) is given by the standard hypergeometric series (which can be extended holomorphically on C \ (1, ∞)). It is quite remarkable that the space of real valued solutions to (5.8) in C \ {0, 1} is a 1d space which one can describe in great detail (Lemma 4.4 in [22] ). More specifically, all solutions are determined up to a multiplicative constant λ ∈ R as
where the coefficient A γ (α 0 , α 1 , α 2 , α 3 ) is given by
provided c ∈ R \ Z and c − a − b ∈ R \ Z. Furthermore, the constant λ is found by using the expressions (2.19) and (5.6) (note that s has a different meaning in these two expressions):
(5.13)
is completely determined in terms of C γ (α 1 + α 0 , α 2 , α 3 ). Now, the main idea behind the proof of the DOZZ formula is to perform an asymptotic expansion around z = 0 to give another expression of the coefficient in front of |F + (z)| 2 in terms of C γ (α 1 − α 0 , α 2 , α 3 ). This will yield a functional relation between C γ (α 1 − α 0 , α 2 , α 3 ) and C γ (α 1 + α 0 , α 2 , α 3 ) thanks to (5.11). 
where recall that for α 0 = − γ 2 one has 2(1 − c) = γ(Q − α 1 ) and B is given by
Hence, in view of (5.11) and (5.13), relations (5.14), (5.15) lead to
which yields the following relation (after some algebra!) 17) whereᾱ = α 1 + α 2 + α 3 . Thanks to this last relation, one can analyticaly continue α → C γ (α, α 2 , α 3 ) to a strip of the form R × [−η, η] with η > 0 (the analytic continuation is meromorphic with poles). We will also denote this analytic continuation C γ (α, α 2 , α 3 ). 
where R is defined by the probabilistic expression (3.10). Now, recall that we admit that (5.1) holds; hence the above expansion can be written
where B is defined by (5.15). Therefore we get by combining (5.11) and (5.13) with (5.19)
. (5.20) Thanks to this last relation, we see that α → R(α)C γ (2Q − α, α 2 , α 3 ) provides an analytic continuation of C γ (α, α 2 , α 3 ) beyond α = Q hence by unicity of analytic continuation one has R(α)C γ (2Q − α, α 2 , α 3 ) = C γ (α, α 2 , α 3 ) (where recall that we denote C γ (α, α 2 , α 3 ) the analytic continuation provided by (5.17)).
The case
γ then one can show (see next subsection on OPE) the following expansion around z = 0
where R is defined by the probabilistic expression (3.10) and for
. Since we admit (5.2), this is equivalent to
where .
(5.24)
Unicity of the DOZZ shift equations
We suppose that γ 2 ∈ Q; the general case can be deduced from this case by a continuity argument. The DOZZ formula C 
Operator product expansions
Finally, we explain how to derive the asymptotic expansions of the previous subsection. With these notations, we have
We perform the following approximation as z goes to 0
This leads to 6 Appendix
The Girsanov theorem
We state the classical Girsanov theorem:
Theorem 6.1. Girsanov theorem Let X be some some Gaussian variable which is measurable with respect to the GFF X. Let F be some bounded continuous function. Then we have the following identity 
